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Our work

Generate scene graphs from scene graphs (not 
from images)
• Preserve semantic relationships between objects
• Wide spectrum of applications:

- Structured query based Image retrieval 
(Schnoder et al 2020)

- Image editing (Dhamo et al 2020)

- Image captioning (Milewski et al 2020)



Our work

Generate from scene graphs instead of images

of node bigrams now include ht, r, t0i where r may assume

the NULL type. Table 3 summarizes the effect of this aug-

mented set of relation types, which shows that SceneGen

actually performs not as well as VARSCENEcond.

VG SVG VRD
Star Edge Star Edge Star Edge

pMMD

✓ 0.8660 0.5268 0.9182 0.6964 0.9140 0.9372
p✓ 0.5867 0.2588 0.7120 0.4195 0.8988 0.9339

Table 4. Performance measured in terms of Star-Sim (‘Star’ ) and

Edge-Sim (‘Edge’ ) for the scene graphs generated by the MMD

optimized decoder pMMD

✓ and thebasedecoder p✓. Numbers in bold

indicate the best performer. We observe that pMMD

✓ outperforms p✓.

In all cases, weused conditional graph generation.

Model FID (#) IS (" ) Precision (" ) Recall (" )

DeepGMG 9.8344 4.3566 0.9891 0.9800

MolGAN 240.3760 1.1707 0.0137 0.0986

GraphGen 13.2806 4.2802 0.9780 0.9607

GraphRNN 18.8156 4.6561 0.9432 0.9707

SceneGen 19.2634 4.0283 0.9230 0.9513

VARSCENEunc 6.8591 5.1505 0.9894 0.9872

VARSCENEcond 6.0195 5.0211 0.9894 0.9874

Table 5. Evaluation of various generative models by assessing the

quality of the the images obtained from the corresponding scene

graphs. Performance is measured in terms of Fréchet Inception

Distance (Heusel et al., 2017), Inception Score (Salimans et al.,

2016) and Precision & Recall (Sajjadi et al., 2018). Numbers in

bold (underline) show the best (second best) performer. # means

smaller is better; " means larger is better.

Effect of MMD-Optimized Decoder. Next, we address re-

search question RQ2. Specifically, we compare the quality

of the scene graphs generated by our MMD optimized de-

coder pMMD
✓ with the base decoder p✓. Table 4 summarizes

the results, which shows that our MMD-optimized decoder

isable to mimic thetruedistribution of stars, aswell asedge

bi-grams, more accurately than the base decoder. Other

metrics are reported in Appendix F.

Image Quality. Thus far, we have assessed the quality of

the generated graphs, rather than the images that might be

generated from them. Here, we address research question

RQ3 by evaluating the quality of the images correspond-

ing to the synthesized scene graphs. Specifically, we use

sg2i m2, ascene graph to image generation system (John-

son et al., 2018) that comes pre-trained on theSmall-sized

Visual Genome dataset. Similar to Garg et al. (2021), we

evaluate the quality of the images using Fréchet Inception

Distance (Heusel et al., 2017), Inception Score (Salimans

et al., 2016), Precision and Recall (Sajjadi et al., 2018).

Both Inception Score (IS) and Fréchet Inception Distance

(FID) aim to provide proxies for qualitative human evalu-

ation. They assess the images from two perspectives: (a)

the quality of the images via the output of an image clas-

sification model like InceptionV3 and (b) diversity across

2ht t ps: / / gi t hub. com/ googl e/ sg2i m

G :

Figure 2. Four scene graphs and the corresponding images, gener-

ated using G ⇠ pMMD

✓ (• | Z ), whereZ ⇠ qφ (• | G ). Here, G is

the graph used for conditioning, which is chosen from Small-sized

Visual Genome dataset. The images corresponding to the scene

graphs G0 are close to the image corresponding to G .

the set of the images. We formally defineFID, IS, Precision

and Recall in Appendix E. Table 5 summarizes the results

for SVG, which shows that, (1) the images corresponding

to the scene graphs provided by the variants of VARSCENE

have substantially better quality than all other baselines;

(2) DeepGMG outperforms theother baselines in majority

of the cases.

Visualization of Generated Scene Graphs. Finally, we

address research question RQ4, where we visualize the

graphs G0 generated by conditioning on an existing graph

G. Specifically, we draw G0 ⇠ pMMD
✓ (• | Z ), where Z ⇠

qφ(• |G). Figure 2 provides some samples, which show

that VARSCENE is able to generate graphs which provides

similar images to the image corresponding to scene graph

G used for conditioning.

5. Conclusion

Wepresented VARSCENE, avariational autoencoder tailored

to synthesize scene graphs from aseed set of ‘gold’ graphs.

VARSCENE uses a novel sampling vocabulary of starsan-

notated with node and edge types from large vocabularies

typical in image collections. It directly minimizes distribu-

tional discrepancies for features observed in the gold and

generated graphs. These two strengths enable VARSCENE

to outperform recent graph generators on three data sets.

Additional experiments provide further insight into VAR-

SCENE and prior systems. It would be interesting to use

third-party knowledge (e.g., knowledge graphs) to enhance

to semantic structure of the generated scenes.
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VarScene: A generative model for scene graphs

Maintains semantic 
relationship  between 
nodes and edgesDecoder: Generates stars (instead of 

nodes/edges) 

MMD optimized decoder: Final decoder is re-
trained to mimic the true distribution

Enhanced 
generalization

Encoder: Encode stars around nodes 
(instead of nodes) into representations 



Decompose

to stars

The probabilistic encoder
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Decompose

to stars

The probabilistic encoder

Our final representation

of the scene graphs
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Training the VAE

Maximize  ELBO



Training the VAE

Maximize  ELBO

Approximate Posterior

Lower bound on the true objective



Training the VAE

Maximize  ELBO

Training is incognizant to underlying 
distribution

Approximate Posterior

Lower bound on the true objective



MMD optimized decoder design

Re-train decoder using the MMD between 
generated graphs and validation graphs



MMD optimized decoder design

Re-train decoder using the MMD between 
generated graphs and validation graphs

Already trained
decoder

Validation set

Difference between  
generated and existing   
graphs



Experimental setup

We use three datasets: Visual Genome (large and small) 
and Visual Relationship Detection datasets.

Five baselines (Scene graph generators are rare in literature)

DeepGMG (Li et al. 2018)

MolGAN (De Cao et al. 2018)

GraphRNN (You et al. 2018)

GraphGen (Goyal et al. 2020)

SceneGen (Garg et al. 2021)

Generic or molecular 
graph generators

Scene graph generator



Experimental setup

In addition to Kernels, we also use cosine similarities between 
various quantities:

Reliable measures for evaluating generic graph 
generators are lacking.  

Evaluation Metrics for Graph Generative Models: Problems, Pitfalls, and Practical Solutions. O-Bray 
et al. ICLR 2022

Number of different stars

Number of different edge-bigrams     #

Number of different node-bigrams    #
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Effect of MMD optimization



Qualitative results
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Sg2im: Image Generation from Scene Graphs. Johnson et al. CVPR 2018



Conclusions

We have introduced a variational autoencoder (VAE) for 
scene graphs which, thanks to several technical 
innovations, beats the state of the art.

There are many interesting questions for future work:

1. Image editing after generating scene graphs

2. Controlling tradeoff between diversity and quality


